Abstract. Our work present a novel approach to deal with photo stylized rendering. Using the SLIC method, the stylized process will be faster and is able to keep the effect. The regions are constructed using SLIC, which is used in image segmentation field. After that we extract the color value for each region and render the image. The method shows satisfying experimental result.
Introduction
photo stylized rendering, especially watercolor, also aquarelle from French, is a painting method in which the paints are made of pigments suspended in a water-soluble vehicle. Its painting technique is special in the realm of painting. It is more accurate to say that watercolor techniques are unique to watercolor. Water is an active and complex partner in the watercolor painting process, changing both the absorbency and shape of the paper when it is wet and the outlines and appearance of the paint as it dries. When the paint is finished, its color is rich in sense of gradation and it looks like that the object is separated into pieces.
Owing to the qualities of watercolor mentioned above, a novel idea is proposed for processing images into watercolor. Superpixel has often been defined as a popular method in computer vision such as image segmentation and Saliency Detection. However, considering that its algorithm can output regular and compact superpixels, this kind of method could be ingeniously applied in changing images into aquarelle.
We propose a practical superpixel algorithm for aquarelle-style transform which provided four qualities:
1. generate compact superpixels; 2. generate regular superpixels; 3. fast computation; 4. low computational overhead; The simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) [1] , which can clusters pixels in the combined five-dimensional color and image plane space to achieve compact and uniform superpixels, exhibits all of these desired qualities.
Based on this algorithm, we propose an efficient method. Given a user-defined number as parameter, one can quickly transforming images into aquarelle. Experiments show that our approach have excellent performance on images with nature objects, for instance, plants, fruits, animals, etc.
The SLIC Formulation
Not all of the segmentation algorithms we proved in section 2 were focus on the qualities our novel purpose need, but we still seek the SLIC out to generate aquarelle nonetheless.
1.1 Cluster center Supposing that we need M Superpixels with approximately equal size in an input image with N pixels, obviously the size of each superpixel is S = N/M. Therefore, at the onset of the algorithm, we initialize M cluster centers in every grid interval :
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Where L,A,B is the three channel of the CIELAB color space and x, y is the pixel coordinates of each cluster center. We choose 4×S as the searching area for each center's neighbor pixels. Since each superpixel's size is approximately S, a 4×S searching area is enough safe to search all the pixels which are related to the corresponding cluster center.
Distance
Since the 5-D space proposed by SLIC includes color space and spatial space, simply using Euclidean distance as the method to measure the distance between normal pixels and cluster centers is obviously inadvisable. We consequently define D as the distance:
The value of m can control the compactness of superpixels. It can be ranged in [1, 20] , and we choose m = 10 and is the distance in the color space and spatial space. Here we choose Euclidean distance in this two spaces:
(3) (4) 3.3 Gradient To avoid placing noisy pixels and choosing the cluster centers at an edge, moving them to seed location corresponding to the lowest gradient position is necessary. We define V(x, y) as the LAB vector of the pixel at (x, y), then the gradients can be computed as:
(5) Where ||.|| is the norm. 3.4 Iterative computation After defining the cluster centers and moving them to the lowest gradient position. A iterative process is executed as show in table 1: Table 1 The iterative process in SLIC generation do for every cluster center do search the pixels which has the best matching D in the 4S search area of the corresponding cluster center. end for Replace the cluster center and obtain the residual error E. While E > threshold Connectivity.
Where E is the distance between new center and previous center.
Achieve the watercolor using SLIC
Although white-black watercolor belongs to aquarelle, its painting technology and effect is quite different from common watercolor. Therefore, we merely consider the general watercolor. Based on the algorithm we provide in above section, a grayscale image like the image in Fig.1 . could be produced. In this section, we show how to put color on this image to achieve the watercolor.
After clustering, we use number m to sign the pixels in the region, then a tagged map is generated. Here we choose RGB color space to obtain the color information. Through the label map, we can directly determine the pixel's value:
Where , , is the mean intensity of the pixels in the region for each channel. According to this method, we compute every pixel's value to obtain the image with watercolor effect in Fig.1 . 
Test results
On the basis of painting objects, artistic work is classified into static-object paintings and human paintings. The former select some natural scenery such as mountains, rivers, flowers, animals as the objects. In comparison, human paintings pay more attention on human's behavior and expression. In our experiment, we evaluated the result of our approach on both paintings. The test image dataset is MSRA dataset [9] . We first test the former and results are extremely excellent:
We also notice that the effect is better when the difference between object and background is huge. After all, superpixel algorithm is designed for segmentation and saliency detection.
Meanwhile, considering the time complexity, we record the time of processing all the image in the selected database on each value of m and calculate the mean time using in table 2. 
Conclusion
We provide a novel idea of automatically producing watercolor. Thanks to the support of algorithms in the area of computer vision, we process images into aquarelle. Comparing the existing superpixel algorithm, we select SLIC as our foundation. Based on this method, we compute each pixel's value to realize the transform. Experiment results demonstrate that our approach has a good performance on processing images with natural objects.
